Bronx tension levelling technology is available to analyze any machine configuration to predict optimum settings for processing each strip type and is:

- Applicable to any tension leveller
- Available as a consultation package
- Important when processing new materials

New materials can also be analyzed on an in-house test rig to give additional information on how best to set up the leveller.

Combining Bronx Active Levelling System with Bronx Optimal Settings will provide a complete automatic levelling system saving valuable operator time and maintaining consistently good quality product.

Available for use on any new and existing Tension Leveller.

For more information on our range of Bronx Process Lines please contact our Business Development team or sales office salesgroup@thebronxgroup.com or visit our web page www.thebronxgroup.com Phone: (Aust) +61 2 9534 4233 or (UK) +44 1384 486648